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Dates to iCal 2.1 Released - Birthday Calendar Replacement
Published on 07/28/09
John Maisey today announces the release of Dates to iCal 2.1, a major update to his
replacement for Apple's iCal birthday calendar that has a range of features that has made
it indispensable for many iCal and Address Book and iPhone users. As well as automatically
syncing birthday dates from Address Book, Dates to iCal 2 can sync anniversary and custom
dates. Version 2.1 allows separate iCal calendars for birthdays and anniversary events so
these can be synced to other devices seperately.
London, UK - John Maisey today announces the release of Dates to iCal 2.1, a major update
to his replacement for Apple's iCal birthday calendar that has a range of features that
has made it indispensable for many iCal and Address Book and iPhone users.
As well as automatically syncing birthday dates from Address Book, Dates to iCal 2 can
sync anniversary and custom dates. It can add up to five alarms for each birthday in iCal
and the same number for anniversaries. It gives the option of only syncing from one
Address Book group. This application also allows for the titles of the events sent to iCal
to be modified to the user's preference, including the age of the event.
The latest version of Dates to iCal has many improvements including; Allowing for separate
iCal calendars for birthdays and anniversary events so these can be synced to other
devices seperately. Syncing is now much faster than previous versions. Sub-groups now sync
from Address Book as wel as the top level group linked.
D
period it will prompt to be registered. It requires OSX 10.5 with iCal and Address Book.
John Maisey:
http://www.nhoj.co.uk/
Dates to iCal 2.1:
http://www.nhoj.co.uk/datestoical/
Download Dates to iCal:
http://www.nhoj.co.uk/download/dtic.dmg
Purchase Dates to iCal:
http://www.nhoj.co.uk/dtic/buy/
Screenshot:
http://www.nhoj.co.uk/datestoical/datestoical2.jpg
App Icon:
http://www.nhoj.co.uk/datestoical/DtiCal2.png

John Maisey is an independent software developer based in London, UK. He has been
programming for over 18 years and has been using Apple Macs to do so since 2000. Copyright
2000-2009 John Maisey. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, and iCal are registered
trademarks of Apple Computer in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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